
FALL WINTER 18/19



SPORTY REFINED ELEGANCE
THE NEW MASERATI FALL-WINTER 2018/19 COLLECTION IS HERE

Maserati unveils its new Fall – Winter 2018/19 watch collections.
Unmistakable watches, characterized by attentive research in materials, finishes and workmanship 
that enhance the sportiness and typical elegance of the Trident House.

Chronographs, 3H and skeleton automatic watches are a feature of the male collections proposed 
with solid bracelets in stainless steel, Milanese mesh or sophisticated fabric or leather straps. The 
contrasting elements, a sign of sportiness and decisive personality, stand out.

The Gentleman collection embodies a refined style. The models are designed for a sophisticated 
man who is attentive to details. Trendy, but with a classic soul, the watches are inspired by the 
patterns and materials of men’s tailoring.

The models of the new Traguardo collection are also to note, chronographs characterised by style 
details and colour matching which enhance the typical sporty touch of Maserati cars.

Femininity and elegance are the buzzwords of the Epoca Lady collection, which the brand 
dedicates to the Maserati woman.
The models are characterised by a refined style, embellished by ultra chic materials like mother-
of-pearl and rose gold finishes.



GENTLEMAN

Maserati dedicates the GENTLEMAN collection to a sophisticated man. A modern dandy who 
makes watches a must-have accessory to define his style.
Classic timepiece with a refined design, where vertical microworkmanship on the dials and 
tailoring details enhance the care in the features.

These models draw inspiration from the male wardrobe, transferring the chevron pattern of the 
clothes to the fabric straps and mesh bands.
The movements proposed, embraced by the 43 mm case, are skeleton automatic, chronographs 
or time only.

Super modern best describes the skeleton automatic model: grey dial with vertical line texture, 
rose gold details and chevron mesh bracelet.

R8823136004
Skeleton automatic
43 mm stainless steel case
Grey dial with vertical line texture and rose gold details
Chevrion mesh bracelet  
WR 10 ATM

R8873636003
Chronograph with date
43 mm PVD black case

Black sunray dial with rose gold details
Black PVD bracelet

WR 10 ATM



R8873636001
Chronograph with date
 43 mm stainless steel case
Blue sunray dial with silver details
Stainless steel bracelet
WR 10 ATM
Available in a brown dial version with Arab numerals

R8871636004
Chronograph with date

 43 mm stainless steel case
Ivory sunray dial with blue details 
Blue chevron pattern fabric strap

WR 10 ATM
Available in the version with rose gold PVD, dial and black strap

R8851136002
3H with date

      43 mm stainless steel case    
             Taupe dial with Arab numerals

    Dark green chevron pattern strap 
WR 10 ATM

R8853136003
3H with date
43 mm rose gold PVD case
Blue dial with rose gold details
Rose gold PVD herringbone pattern mesh band
WR 10 ATM
Available in silver versions with blue or white dial



TRAGUARDO

Six new chronographs for the TRAGUARDO collection. Timepiece with a sporty touch, highlighted 
by special colour matchings, the knurling detail on the dial and the speedometer bezel. The large 
45 mm case matches the Milanese mesh bands for a total look in the black, gun and silver finishes.

The in-line counters are a must-have, a clear reference to the onboard equipment of Maserati 
cars.

Super sporty: the model with edge-to-edge seam leather strap and contrasting red details.

R8873612031
Chronograph
45 mm black PVD case with speedometer bezel
Black dial with in-line stopwatches and knurling detail 
Black PVD Milanese mesh bracelet
WR 10 ATM
Available in rose or yellow gold PVD versions

R8873612009
Chronograph

45 mm gun PVD case and blue speedometer bezel 
     Blue dial with in-line stopwatches and knurling detail

              gun PVD Milanese mesh bracelet
WR 10 ATM



R8873612008
Chronograph
45 mm satin finish stainless steel case and grey speedometer bezel
Dark grey knurling dial with contrasting in-line stopwatches
Mesh bracelet
WR 10 ATM

R8871612028
Chronograph

       45 mm satin finished case and black speedometer bezel
Black dial with red details and in-line stopwatches with knurling detail 

Black edge-to-edge seamless leather strap with red piping
WR 10 ATM



SUCCESSO

New chronographs and 3H watches for this collection. The sturdy 45 mm stainless steel case, 
offered in black, silver or rose gold finishes, encloses vertical brushed dials with contrasting 
details and matches the stainless steel bracelets or leather straps.

To note: stopwatches with CD pattern texture, together with luminescent hands and index hour 
markers for a decidedly sporty chic look.

R8873621007
Chronograph with date
45 mm  gun PVD dial
Black vertical brushed dial with yellow gold details
Stainless steel gun PVD bracelet
WR 5 ATM

R8873621008
Chronograph with date 

         45 mm stainless steel case
Blue vertical brushed dial with rose gold details

           Stainless steel bracelet with rose gold details
WR 5 ATM

             Available in the black dial and red details version



R8851121011
3H with date
45 mm rose gold PVD case
Black vertical brushed dial with rose gold details
Black leather strap
WR 5 ATM
Available with stainless steel case, silver dial and blue strap

R8853121004
3H with date

             45 mm stainless steel case
Blue vertical brushed dial with silver details

                           Stainless steel bracelet
WR 5 ATM

R8871621008
Chronograph with date

45 mm stainless steel case
White-silver sunray dial with blue details

        Black leather strap
WR 5 ATM



EPOCA LADY

Simple and elegant design for the new Lady models of the EPOCA collection. Feminine and 
sinuous style watches, inspired by the iconic Maserati 3500 GT of 1957. The 34 mm case encloses 
precious dials with mother-of-pearl detail and matches mesh bands.

Must have: the model with case and rose gold PVD mesh band matched with the refined silver 
dial with mother-of-pearl detail at the centre.

R8853118506
3H with date
34 mm rose gold PVD case
Silver sunray and natural mother-of-pearl dial
 Rose gold PVD Milanese mesh bracelet
WR 10 ATM

R8853118507
Time only with date

        34 mm stainless steel case
Blue sunray and blue mother-of-pearl dial 

Mesh bracelet
WR 10 ATM



R8853118508
3H with date
34 mm stainless steel case 
Dark grey sunray and mother 
of pearl grey dial
Mesh bracelet
WR 10 ATM

R8853118509
3H with date

                 34 mm stainless steel case
Silver sunray and natural mother-of-pearl dial

                             Mesh band
WR 10 ATM
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